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MEMORANDUM
SUBJECT:

Management principles

Warning:
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1. The regular paycheck is recognition enough for your
efforts.
Remember there is widespread unemployment-there but for the grace of the Boss or god could be you.
2. Ask not what the "company" or government can do for you;
only ask what you can do for the government or your Boss.
3. with strong autocratic leadership, teamwork is automatic.
Remember the tried and proven axiom "when you have a man by
the b---s, his heart and mind soon follow.
My aversion to
indecent expressions obviates similar reference for women.
4. I consider any opportunist initiatives hostile to my own
prerogatives as the "boss" and leader.
5. Trouble with the boss will not be tolerated -- they are all
important, if not all knowing. Besides most are too little
involved with vital details to be really troublesome.

